2020 Native Mascots Fact sheet
Background
We are living in an unprecedented moment of solidarity, and people across the country have come together to take a
stand against racism in any form. In the past week, major steps have been taken to remove racist mascots and imagery,
as Aunt Jemima and Uncle Ben’s have altered their branding and NASCAR has banned Confederate flags. Monuments to
Confederate soldiers, Christopher Columbus, and slave traders are being toppled in cities around the world.

Banning the use of racist Native mascots, names, and imagery in national sports leagues is the next step.

Why are Native mascots, team names, and imagery an issue?
Native mascots don’t honor Native people. Native mascots, team names, and imagery are racist. The name of the
Washington football team is a dictionary-defined racial slur.
Scientific studies prove that Native mascots demonstrate direct negative effects on Native Americans and that these
mascots activate, reflect, and/or reinforce stereotyping and prejudice among non-Native people.

What do Native Americans think about Native mascots and team names?
Recent scientific studies show that:
65% of Native Youth 18-24 year-olds found the Washington team name offensive.
57% of people who feel highly connected to being Native American are offended by the Washington NFL team name.
Native American mascots cause higher rates of depression, suicide ideation, self-harm, and substance abuse in Native youth, and
increased discrimination in schools against Native students.

Why is now the right time for this change?
This debate has been happening for decades, and with the current climate and national conversations, now is the greatest
shot that we have ever had to sway public opinion and demand real change.

How can we eradicate harmful Native mascots?
If sports leagues truly want to condemn racism, as they have stated, they must eradicate Native mascots, team names,
insensitive gestures and the subsequent racist behavior of fans. We are calling upon politicians, athletes, like-minded
organizations, and fans to stand together to declare that racism is racism and it will no longer be tolerated.

Where can we learn more and get involved?
Visit www.IllumiNatives.org to learn more about the issue and how you can help.
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